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About This Game

Emily is back with all new scares in Emily Wants to Play Too.

Much larger than the original

New characters

New games

Linear and timed sections

No gore or violence

Survival horror with stealth and strategy

It's about 7pm on Friday and you are headed to your next delivery destination. You work for Timmy Thom's Fast Sandwiches
and tonight your job is to deliver sandwiches from 4pm to 11pm. Your next stop is an interesting location. It is some sort of

crime research facility where evidence from crime scenes around town is processed and stored.

What you didn’t know, was that three very strange dolls were recently brought there for processing and storage. These dolls
aren’t ordinary; they have a mind of their own. Your night is about to take a turn for the worse, and it will be one of the strangest

and scariest nights of your life.

Emily Wants to Play Too is a survival horror game with stealth and strategy elements about a sandwich delivery guy that gets
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locked inside an evidence processing and storage office building by living dolls. The dolls have "work" to do here and are
gathering new friends. They didn’t expect you to show up, so don’t get in their way. Throughout the night you will be looking for
an exit out of the office. At some point, Emily will join in on the fun, along with the dolls’ new “friends”. You better play their

games or else! Learn what you have to do and be on the lookout for a way to escape.
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Title: Emily Wants to Play Too
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Shawn Hitchcock
Publisher:
SKH Apps
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: i5 or AMD equivalent

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 770 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Yeah probably so

Additional Notes: Add some awesome headphones and a dark room if you dare! :)

English
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Crash when i enter to the house, and the game have no sound.. Deffo a nostalgia trip, sucks that the launch wasnt smooth and
that the hours played are not counted properly. But for any fan of old grindy mmo's its a treat. so i just got this game and it was
on the christmas update and i was on the snowmobile level and instead of a snowmobile i had santa on skis so i couldn't move
forward and pass the level am i forgetting something or is this a bug.. A big thanks to the developers, the new patch fixes all the
problems I had in the past, everything works great on the Oculus now.. This game is pretty good. Like Zombie Training
Simulator, you have your little base, and you have to defend it. The similarities end there- and that's good. The zombies are
lifelike, and you actually have to slap magazines into your weapon to reload it. Currently you can choose between a bow, a
handgun, and a fully automatic rifle. Each weapon has its own benefits and drawbacks, however I've found shooting the rifle
with quick presses of the trigger to shoot it in single-fire mode works the best. You can actually do a tactical reload in this game,
saving partially empty magazines for use later in case the situation gets that desperate.

I did have a slight bit of lag while moving towards the virtual table in this game. I assume that is an optimization issue and will
be easily fixed. The issue was tiny; barely noticable.

This is the zombie shooter game we have been waiting for. I can't wait to see what additional polishes the publisher adds in. I'd
add more maps, more guns, etc, but that's probably in the pipeline already. For being in early access, this game is more complete
and polished than many which claim to be "finished." If the devs keep plugging away to add features requested by the
community, this will end up to be a hell of a game.. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1350326859

Being halfway the scenarios, I think I've seen enough to do a review. The scenarios are pretty fun to drive. The freight scenarios
have no timetable; You start with 1000 points and have one job; reach the destination without making any mistakes. This allows
you to take a more cautious and careful approach. The passenger scenarios I've seen so far have OK timetables. I've arrived on-
time on all stops, sometimes even minutes too early.

The \u00d6BB1044 is IMO the best locomotive in the whole DLC selection. The AFB is your friend here; it'll prevent you from
overspeeding and it'll slow you down carefully when a speed limit is near.

And that brings me to the only flaw I can find: The \u00d6BB1116. A Dovetail product, and the AFB on this engine sucks;
When going downhill it won't brake enough and will overspeed (I've reached 70km\/h while the AFB was set to 65km\/h). When
reducing the AFB speed, it'll brake so fast you'll get penalized for your bad driving quality. Basically, you're best of driving the
\u00d6BB1116 without AFB, which means micro-managing your brakes and throttle the old fashioned way.
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They should've made more scenarios with the \u00d6BB1044, and less with the \u00d6BB1116. Other than that, awesome pack
of 10 career scenarios, which can get you up to 10,000 XP for your career profile.

EDIT: Just completed all scenarios.

With two of the passenger runs I had to hurry to reach in time on a few stops. Arrived 30 secs late, but that was fast enough not
to score any penalty. Usually the timetable offers enough time, so you can catch up a small delay.

The last scenario starts with 800 points, and at the end I scored an additional 192 "Accuracy Bonus". No clue how accuracy
bonus is calculated and what I should do to score 200 points.
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You don't need go to Las Vegas if u have this game// j/k...
but it's very good game.with a big story and so much thing to win.. I wish I'd read the reviews first. Still Life 1 & 2 were ok but
this is older than they are ... and it has not aged well:
- tiny screen size, not adjustable
- unskippable talk scenes
- dire graphics
There may be many more problems but I gave up after the first scene. Is that being unfair to the game ? Possibly but I don't
have the time or patience to slog through something like this. Go back to 2002 and it might have been mildly diverting but it just
doesn't stand up today.. its a trash game to be honest it took 10 minutes to play a 2 minute game due to walking speed and theres
no content whatsoever besides horrible grammar and a sleeping cat its a waste of money. A quite blatant LocoRoco knock-off,
but a good-looking one (although not as quite excellent in sound department or complexity of gameplay mechanics, level design
and hidden secrets, but still pretty good)

2-3 hours to play through the "story" + 5 extra levels. Couple of more hours to 100% it (not sure how much, since I didn't
bother).
If you liked LocoRoco and desperately want something that dangerously close in its representation - that's your only official
option on PC.. I got to admit, it's difficult, but it's fair if you have the skill and patience to master the challenge of both the map
and the controls, other wise, don't get screwed by the timing and placement of the obsticles, also nice music and background..
Light and breezy, this game gives you the impression that wine-making is a piece of cake. Think again. Don't let the stylish
minimalist graphics fool you. Wine making is challenging! It requires trial and error, patience, and a lot of sucking up to
moustached critics. And yet, it's addictive. The reward system is a little slow at the start. When the game picks up, it'll get you
clicking away in no time. Best of all, I can now carry a conversation with my boss about tannens and wine distribution (he didn't
know what I was on about, but he gave me a very approving nod). Yes yes.
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